03 kia sedona firing order

Mike answered 11 years ago. A locked catalytic converter will cause this - Take a back pressure
test to verify Take a fuel pressure test verify you have the proper volume and pressure to run
the engine properly Good Luck. Mine is in the shop and I want to be prepared for surprises. My
mechanic changed the spark plug and plenum gasget as routine maintainence after , miles. Car
ran great than developed a whistle and sounded like air was escaping and majr loss of power on
acceleation. Code said cylender five was not firing so changed the coil. Any help ould be
appreciated as car as been good up to now. Lofty77 answered 10 years ago. Air Mass Meter i
had the same thing happen and if it wasnt for a friend who put it on his computor i would have
never known, also it cures problem,s in winter. This sounds helpful, although my scantool did
not see anything really out of whack, i'm gonna replace this with a known good one before i buy
one. I'll let you know if this works. I should have mentioned this previously , but i also have a 99
kia van same engine same problem. I still have the same problem. It won,t accelerate past
70kms, the more i give it gas , the less power i have. Probably from flooring it. Tuned it up,
plugs,filters, and upper plenum gasket. I even recorded live data from the engine and
waveforms are all actually good. Sensor values during drivecycle. Only thing i haven,t checked
yet is fuel pressure. PSI should be about at idle. Christopher answered 10 years ago. Those 3.
Can a transmission sensor cause this lack of acceleration and or power? What was fuel
pressure at the rail? I've seen bad gas rust out the fuel tank and the metal then clog out the fuel
filter. Van would run great till about 30 mph and then would fall flat on it's face. Found the
problem with my kia sedona 3. Cams were still aligned but the crank was retarded one tooth.
Not sure why the computer didn,t pick this up as chryslers do. All is well. Failure to do this will
kill your engine as the belt will fail and valves will impact on the pistons. FIY christopher the fuel
was at an adequate flow. Hope this helps. I just posted a comment on timing belt here
somewhere. Setting the timing is pretty straight forward and there are a number of videos and
repair sites that explain the technical methods. However, there are tricks for the DIY's. Line up
the timing mark on the crankshaft, set the belt and brace it from the bottom with a piece of
Styrofoam or cardboard. Wrap the belt around the upper bearing and front outer cam, adjust the
timing marks and pull belt tight continue on to the 2nd front cam, hold this in place with a clip or
clothes pin. The belt goes down around the water pump and up the rear cam. Using a 17mm
wrench, turn the cam to the timing mark, wrap the belt and tightly to the timing mark, holding
both the belt and cam in place. It helps if you can get a helper. Next, do the same with the far
rear cam, align it to the timing mark and wrap the belt around it. Pull the belt from the bottom to
hold the cams and belt in place. Place a clip or clamp on the bottom of the back cam with belt to
hold it in place. Release the belt and cam and check your timing marks, it should hold itself.
Next, wrap the belt around the bottom adjustment bearing. Adjust the bearing with a needle
nose pliers and a 14mm socket, rotate the adjuster with the pliers to tighten the belt, hold it
tightly while tightening the center bolt. Belt and bolt should be snug, repeat if necessary. Install
the auto adjuster pin in beneath the adjustment bearing. Remove the clips from the cams. Next,
rotate the crankshaft a couple of turns to insure the cams and pistons don't interfere with each
other. Rotate the crankshaft to its timing mark and recheck the timing mark on each of the
cams. If everything looks in order, pull the pin on the auto adjuster, remove the styro, put the
lower cover on and the harmonic balancer, inside, outside belts and everything else back
together. I've done this by myself about a half dozen times. It gets easier each time. Special
Note: If you find that your engine is not running right, recheck your timing. I had one situation
that despite my best effort, the engine stayed out of time. After looking at the timing mark
pictures on the KiaTechInfo site, I noticed that the back sensing blade behind the crank
sprocket had slipped and did not match up correctly. I had to pry the sprocket and sensing
blade off the shaft, then realign and secure them together or replace them. Note: Catalytic
converters don't go bad nearly as often as engine timing and sensors. I thought I had a cat
problem but good timing cleared that up. Victor answered 6 years ago. I got a 05 kia sedona and
the problem is the burns my ignition coils I replece all 3 and is burns the new ones too sorry for
my spell. It seems that I am in company of many. My 02 Sedona k lost power a few month ago.
Gets up to rpm and then bucks and loses power, does not shift higher etc. So I needed to stay
under 3k to drive. The only code I got was 3 cylinder does not fire. The coils fired strong. After
changing the plugs and injectors it switched to 4 not firing. No change! There was nothing
wrong with the timing or the belt but I had bought the T-belt in summer going with the milage
getting ready for the k miles. Now I checked if the cats may be blocked and found them clear.
What I have left is the camshaft position sensor, air flow sensor, and the ECM. What a pain with
the bank 1 cat - three screws are from the top and no way to get to them unless one
disassembles the top. The engineers should be ordered to deal with such designs in a shop
with a k vehicle. Here are my questions. Some former cars I had the ECM had to be
pre-programmed according the car specs. I would have at least by now driven the car into a

junk yard, if I would not have relaced new tires, brakes, ball joints, AC compressor and high
pressure hose before the loss of power. I did did all this because the van had given me many
years best service. So if someone has advise please wright it here I would be very greatful.
Sherry answered 4 years ago. I have a Kia Sedona van with only , miles. Everytime I drive this
car it feel like it is losing power sometimes I have to stop on the side of the road for 20 minutes
and then the car will start back up and act like nothing was never problems with it but I just got
a tune-up or oil change and 3 coil packs I do not have any check engine light on my van but the
car still would not give power I really do not know what to do. I can not go over 20 miles without
the car losing power what can I do. My Sedona did the same thing. In all my research not one
"expert" pointed to the possibility of this problem. If your car is like mine otherwise in good
running condition it is worth to do the work. My Sedona has now K miles and runs very well. Is a
good car! GuruWYN6J answered 2 years ago. I had a customer bring me their 04 KIA sorento,
customer complained it had no power I had a misfire code on 5 and sometimes on 4 cylinders
customer said it stalled on the interstate.. I first checked the cats. I removed the belt and crank
pulley,and on the back side of the pulley is two tinny tinny roll pins witch holds the ring in
place, the belt was in time but the PCM could not read it in time and it would crank sometime
like a one notch out of time engine, a new gear and ring later she was running fine once again,
my first thought was it had jumped one tooth but all markings on the cam gears and crank itself
was fine, maybe this will help someone else in the future. I did a tune up on my Kia Sedona. I
tried to adjust and stripped the screws. Van under snow for 6 weeks , battery ran down, slow
crank, now new battery but no crank, just click. Is it the starter relay? I have a different car.
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Related Questions. Start a new Kia Sedona question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Kia Sedona. Get Started. Search Kia Sedona Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. P should not be ignored, and can be
a threat to the drivability the Kia Sedona. It will often be accompanied by codes P , P , etcâ€¦.
Fixing P should be considered a high priority. The engine is also not firing all of the fuel, so raw
fuel is also passing through cylinder 3 into the exhaust. Mileage may suffer as well when your
Sedona has P P is a cylinder specific misfire code, which means that Cylinder 3 is misfiring and
causing the code. There are quite a few things that can cause the P trouble code to trigger the
Kia Sedona. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code. They are presented
somewhat in order from most to least likely to be causing the code:. If you follow the items
listed above you should be able to fix the P Inspect and test the parts of the ignition system
around the cylinder to determine whether or not you need to replace the coil packs, plugs, or
wires. You can always reset the trouble codes and swap the coil pack, wire, and plug from
cylinder 3 to another. Go ahead and replace them or have them tested. After that you would
want to test the fuel injection system. P is cause for concern and left unfixed can leave you
stranded or make the vehicle virtually underivable. Fixing the problem causing the code to fire
can save you time and money and keep your Kia Sedona from breaking down. Quick action may
also save your catalytic converter from going bad. Good luck diagnosing the issue. If there is
anything that you would like to add please leave a comment below. P is a relatively common Kia
Sedona trouble code. Kia Sedona P Definition P is a cylinder specific misfire code, which means
that Cylinder 3 is misfiring and causing the code. The vehicle itself may begin to run rough. It
depends on how serious the misfire is, and how many cylinders the engin
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e has. The vehicle may produce excess vibration, especially at lower RPM. Fuel mileage will
suffer often not drastically. You may smell raw gas coming from the tailpipe. The vehicle may
backfire. Take a look at the electrodes and see if they are in good shape. Most vehicles now
come with iridium plugs that need changed very infrequently. That being said, the plugs are a
great place to start. Spark Plug Wires â€” On most modern engines, the plug wires are not
nearly as long as they once were, but they can still go bad. Coil Packs â€” Coil packs rarely go
bad, but when they do, they can certainly cause P in your Kia Sedona. Replacing a set can be
very expensive. This is definitely not the place to start. Popular Mechanics : How to find a
vacuum leak. Cam or Crank Sensors â€” This one is very unlikely, but it does happen. Low
Compression â€” If you have a leaking head gasket, bent valve, cracked head, etc.. You should
also feel the vehicle is down on power as well. Is P a Serious Concern?

